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Havelok the Dane, sometimes called The Lay of Havelok the Dane, is one of the oldest Middle English romances. It was written by an unnamed poet around 1300. Stories about Havelok, a Danish prince who came to rule part or all of England, are first recorded in the 12th century, but may well be much older. Havelok — the name is thought to be of North German origin. Havelok is a typical Viking name, and it is likely that the story was first told in Scandinavia.

The story of Havelok the Dane, best known from a fourteenth-century Middle English poem which goes by that title, appears to have been well known in Eastern Europe and Russia in the 15th century. In this period, the story was told and retold, and it was probably one of the most popular stories of the time. The story of Havelok the Dane tells the story of a young Viking prince who is born on a ship in the sea. His mother, a princess, dies when he is born, and he is raised by a fisherman and his wife. When Havelok is old enough, he goes to meet his father, who is a king, and they have a battle.

After the battle, Havelok becomes king of Denmark, and he lives happily ever after. The story is a classic example of the Viking myth, and it is a story that has been retold and retold over the centuries. The story of Havelok the Dane is a story that is full of adventure, and it is a story that has been loved by people all over the world. The story is a story that has been retold and retold over the centuries, and it is a story that is still loved today.